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Abstract
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previously introduced by the authors. In this paper we generalize the concept of hybrid control
Lyapunov function, and we show that the existence of a hybrid CLF guarantees the existence
of a standard control Lyapunov function (CLF) for the hybrid system. We provide a construc-
tive procedure to design a hybrid CLF and the corresponding dynamic control law, which is
stabilizing because of the established connection to a standard CLF that becomes a Lyapunov
function for the closed-loop system. The obtained control law can be conveniently implemented
by constrained predictive control in the form of a receding horizon control strategy. A numerical
example highlighting the features of the proposed approach is presented.
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ABSTRACT
The design of stabilizing controllers for hybrid systems is
particularly challenging due to the heterogeneity present
within the system itself. In this paper we propose a construc-
tive procedure to design stabilizing dynamic controllers for
a fairly general class of hybrid systems. The proposed tech-
nique is based on the concept of a hybrid control Lyapunov
function (hybrid CLF) that was previously introduced by the
authors. In this paper we generalize the concept of hybrid
control Lyapunov function, and we show that the existence
of a hybrid CLF guarantees the existence of a standard con-
trol Lyapunov function (CLF) for the hybrid system. We
provide a constructive procedure to design a hybrid CLF
and the corresponding dynamic control law, which is stabi-
lizing because of the established connection to a standard
CLF that becomes a Lyapunov function for the closed-loop
system. The obtained control law can be conveniently im-
plemented by constrained predictive control in the form of
a receding horizon control strategy. A numerical example
highlighting the features of the proposed approach is pre-
sented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid systems [1, 47] are powerful models for describing

physical processes interacting with computer systems and
embedded controllers, since they allow to formulate contin-
uous and discrete dynamics in a unified framework. How-
ever, such modeling power is also associated with an in-
herent complexity in analyzing and manipulating the hy-
brid system, due to its heterogenous nature. While the
concept of hybrid system was already introduced by Wit-
senhausen in the sixties [48], only in recent years tools to
address stability analysis and control of certain classes of
hybrid systems [8,21,23,25,34,38] have been developed. For
the problem of stabilizing a hybrid system equilibrium, sev-
eral techniques have been proposed for particular classes
of hybrid systems, see, e.g., [11]. However, most of the
available techniques can be applied only to switched sys-
tems [23,34], and piecewise a!ne systems [25,38,43], where
the discrete dynamics are trivial, since the discrete state
is uniquely determined by the current input, continuous
state, and possibly external disturbances. In order to allow
control applications such as robot tasks [5, 17], industrial
batch processes [18, 33], and program executions in embed-



ded and software-enabled control systems [4, 42] stabilizing
controller design techniques for hybrid systems with more
general discrete dynamics are needed. Unfortunately, the
existing methodologies for designing stabilizing controllers
in this case are still limited.

Some previous works on stability and stabilization of hy-
brid systems with discrete dynamics are the following. A
stability analysis based on the hybrid distance was devel-
oped in [35] for hybrid automata [22]. In [7] an approach
based on model predictive control guaranteeing attractivity
of the equilibrium is presented. More recently, in [19] a novel
perspective on the stability of hybrid systems is presented,
based on the concepts of hybrid time and graphic conver-
gence, together with conditions that guarantee stability of
the closed-loop system. Existence results for stabilizing con-
trollers are given in [19], but the problem on how to synthe-
size stabilizing controllers for hybrid systems still remains
widely open.

In [14], the authors have proposed a design approach for
stabilizing controllers for a hybrid system based on receding
horizon control and on the concept of hybrid control Lya-
punov function, that resulted in a specific notion of closed-
loop stability. The control design was implementable for
classes of systems that have been used in practical applica-
tions [6, 9, 13, 15, 40, 41]. In this paper we extend the ideas
of [14] towards a general control design framework based on
a formal notion of hybrid control Lyapunov function. We
derive a fundamental result that shows that a hybrid CLF,
which is significantly simpler to construct than a standard
CLF, guarantees the existence of a standard control Lya-
punov function [2,26,44] for the hybrid system. As a result,
a controller synthesized based on the hybrid control Lya-
punov function achieves (asymptotic) Lyapunov stability of
the hybrid system in closed loop. A major advantage of the
hybrid CLF approach is that we can derive a systematic pro-
cedure to construct the hybrid CLF and the related control
law, thereby obtaining a systematic design procedure for sta-
bilizing controllers for hybrid systems, without the need of
constructing a standard CLF, which may be extremely dif-
ficult. By combining the hybrid CLF conditions with ideas
from receding horizon control, a feasible implementation of
the controller for a large class of systems [12, 20, 46] is also
obtained.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly
review the basic notions of stability, control Lyapunov func-
tion and some notions of graph theory, and we formulate
the stabilizing control design problem. In Section 3 we in-
troduce the concept of hybrid control Lyapunov function,
and we show that its existence guarantees the existence of a
standard control Lyapunov function for the closed-loop sys-
tem. In Section 4, starting from our previous results in [14],
we propose a construction for the hybrid CLF and the con-
sequent design of the stabilizing control law, and we imple-
ment the stabilizing controller by using a receding horizon
constrained control strategy. In Section 5 we present a nu-
merical example that highlights the features of the proposed
approach, and in Section 6 we summarize the conclusions.

2. PRELIMINARIES AND
PROBLEM DEFINITION

R, R+, R0+, Z, Z+, Z0+ denote the set of real, positive
real, and non-negative real, integer, positive integer, and

non-negative integer numbers, respectively. For a count-
able set S, |S| denotes its cardinality. We use the notation
Z(c1,c2], where c1, c2 ! Z, (and similarly with R) to denote
the set {k ! Z : c1 < k " c2}. The Hölder p-norm of a vec-

tor x ! R
n is defined as #x#p ! (|[x]1|

p + . . . + |[x]n|
p)

1

p ,
if p ! Z[1,!) and #x#! ! maxi=1,...,n |[x]i|, where [x]i,
i = 1, . . . , n, is the i-th component of x and |·| is the absolute
value. By # · # we denote an arbitrary p-norm.

We denote a function from set A to set B by ! : A $ B,
and a set-valued function by ! : A " B. Given a system
x(k+1) = !(x(k), u(k)), an initial state x(0) and an input se-
quence uN =

!

u0, . . . , uN"1

"

, N ! Z+, xN =
!

x0, . . . , xN

"

is the sequence of states obtained from x(0) following the
application of the input sequence uN . For the simplicity
of notation, we denote !j(x(0),uN ) ! x(j) for j ! Z[0,N ],

where we use the convention !0(x(0),uN ) ! x(0). For
two vectors u ! R

nu and v ! R
nv , we sometimes write

(u, v) = [u# v#]# ! R
nu+nv . In addition, with a little abuse

of notation, we sometimes separate the discrete valued and
the real (continuous) valued arguments of a function f(x, u),
i.e., given x = [x#

c x#
d]#, u = [u#

c u#
d]#, where xc, uc are

the continuous components, and xd, ud are the discrete
components of x and u, respectively, we write sometimes
f(xc, xd, uc, ud) ! f(x, u).

2.1 Stability Notions
A function " : R0+ $ R0+ belongs to class K if it is

continuous, strictly increasing and "(0) = 0. It belongs to
class K! if " ! K and "(s) $ % when s $ %. A function
# : R0+&R0+ $ R0+ belongs to class KL if for each k ! R0+,
#(·, k) ! K, for each s ! R0+, #(s, ·) is decreasing, and
limk$! #(s, k) = 0.

Consider the hybrid system

x(k + 1) =

#

xc(k + 1)
xd(k + 1)

$

!

#

"c(x(k))
"d(x(k))

$

= "(x(k)), (1)

where x(k) = [xc(k)# xd(k)#]# ! X ' Xc & E is the hybrid
state at time k ! Z0+, with xc(k) ! R

n the continuous part
and xd(k) ! E the discrete part, and E ! {$1, . . . , $nd

} is a
finite set of symbols. The mapping "c : X " Xc is an arbi-
trary, possibly discontinuous, nonlinear set-valued function,
that defines the continuous state dynamics of the hybrid
system (1), and "d : X " E is an arbitrary set-valued func-
tion that defines the discrete state dynamics of the hybrid
system (1)

Let xe = [xe
c
# xe

d
#]# ! R

n&E . If "(xe) = {xe}, xe ! X is an
equilibrium for (1). In order to define asymptotic stability
for discrete-time hybrid systems that exhibit both discrete
and continuous dynamics, we introduce a distance function
dh in a hybrid state space. We first introduce a discrete
distance function dd for purely discrete state spaces.

Definition 1 [35] Given a finite set E the discrete distance
is the function dd : E & E $ R0+ defined by

dd(xd, yd) !

%

0 if xd = yd

1 if xd (= yd .
(2)

for xd, yd ! E.

Definition 2 [35] Given a hybrid state space X the hybrid
distance is the function dh : X & X $ R0+ defined by

dh(x, %) = #xc ) %c# + dd(xd, %d), (3)



for x = [ xc
xd

] ! X and % = [ !c
!d

] ! X.

Definition 3 Consider hybrid system (1) and let xe ! X

satisfy "(xe) = {xe}. The equilibrium xe is called asymp-
totically stable (AS) in X for (1), if there exists a KL-
function # such that for any x(0) ! X all the trajectories
generated by (1) satisfy

dh(x(k), xe) " #(dh(x(0), xe), k), *k ! Z+. (4)

Definition 3 is consistent with [35], and it coincides with
the stability definition of purely continuous or purely dis-
crete systems in case (1) is a purely continuous or purely
discrete system, respectively.

2.2 Lyapunov Functions and
Control Lyapunov Functions

Definition 4 A set P ' Xc&E is called positively invariant
(PI) for system (1) if for all x ! P, "(x) ' P.

Theorem 1 Let X be a PI set for (1) with xe ! X. Let
&1, &2 ! K!, ' ! R[0,1), and let V : R

n $ R0+ be a function
such that

&1(dh(x, xe)) " V(x) " &2(dh(x, xe)) (5a)

V(x+) " 'V(x) (5b)

for all x ! X, and all x+ ! "(x). Then, xe is AS for (1) in
X.

The proof of Theorem 1 is similar in nature to the proof
given in [29,32] by replacing the continuous di#erence equa-
tion with the hybrid di#erence inclusion (1), and hence it
is omitted here. The proof can also be obtained by fol-
lowing [27], which discusses robust stability of discrete-time
di#erence inclusions. A function V that satisfies the hypoth-
esis of Theorem 1 is called a Lyapunov function for hybrid
system (1).

Consider now the discrete-time hybrid system with control
inputs described by the di#erence equation

x(k + 1) =

#

xc(k + 1)
xd(k + 1)

$

(6)

=

#

!c(x(k), u(k))
!d(x(k), u(k))

$

= !(x(k), u(k)),

where x(k) ! X ' Xc & E , u(k) ! U ' Uc & Eu are the state
and input at k ! Z0+, and Eu ! {$u1

, . . . , $umd
} is a finite

set of input symbols. In (6), ! : X & U $ X is an arbitrary,
possibly discontinuous, nonlinear function. Assume that for
a desired equilibrium xe = [xe

c
# xe

d
#]# ! X there exists ue =

[ue
c
# ue

d
#]# ! U such that !(xe, ue) = xe.

Definition 5 A function Vh : X $ R0+ that satisfies (5a)
for some &1, &2 ! K! and for which there exists ' ! R[0,1)

such that for all x ! X, there exists u ! U such that !(x, u) !
X and

Vh(!(x, u)) " 'Vh(x), (7)

is called a control Lyapunov function (CLF) for xe in X

for (6).

c12
(xc(k)) ! 0

c21
(xc(k)) ! 0

c12
(xc(k)) < 0 c21

(xc(k)) < 0

$1 $2
"c(xc,#1)=

f1(xc)
"c(xc,#2)=

f2(xc)

Figure 1: Graphical representation of a simple hy-
brid system with a graph associated to the discrete
dynamics.

Given the CLF Vh, define the control law

u(k) ! R(x(k)), k ! Z0+, (8)

where R : X " U satisfies for all x ! X,

+ (= R(x) ' $(x) := {u ! U : !(x, u) ! X, and (7) hold}.
(9)

By using (8) in (6), we obtain the closed-loop system

x(k + 1) ! !(x(k), R(x(k))) ! {!(x(k), u) : u ! R(x(k))}.
(10)

Theorem 2 Consider (6) and xe = [xe
c
# xe

d
#]# ! X, where

there exists ue ! U such that !c(x
e, ue) = xe. Suppose

that there exists a CLF for xe in X for (6). Then, xe is
asymptotically stable in X for (10).

Theorem 2 is a consequence of Theorem 1 as X is PI
for (10) by the definition of R. Theorem 2 shows that once a
CLF is found, the construction of controller (8) satisfying (9)
for all x ! X is immediate. If (6) consists only of continuous
dynamics, we obtain a continuous CLF as defined in [26].

2.3 Graph Notions
A directed graph G = (V, E) is described by the set of

nodes V = {v1, . . . , vs} and the set of edges E ' (V & V ),
where eij ! E, eij = (vi, vj) is the edge from node vi ! V
to node vj ! V .

In this paper, the discrete dynamics of (6) are consid-
ered from the perspective of an automaton (see the example
in Figure 1) with states E = {$1, . . . , $nd

} and transitions
T ' E & E , where ($i, $j) ! T if and only if there exists
u ! U and x = [x#

c x#
d]#, such that xd = $i, !(x, u) ! X

and !d(x, u) = $i. A graph is associated to the automaton,
where each node v ! V is bijectively associated to a state
$ ! E and each edge e ! E is bijectively associated to a
transition t ! T . The discrete distance (2) can be used as
a distance measure between the nodes of the graph. How-
ever, for the graph associated to !d, when using the discrete
distance (2) all the states appear to be equally far from the
target state xe

d, except the target state itself. Thus, this
distance is less useful for measuring how close (in terms of



discrete transitions) to the target state a certain state is.
Therefore, we introduce a di#erent notion of distance, the
graph distance.

Definition 6 Given a graph G = (V, E), a graph path
from vr ! V to vt ! V , is a sequence of vertices ( =
()(0), . . . , )($)), * ! Z0+, where )(j) ! V for j ! Z[0,$],

()(j), )(j+1)) ! E for j ! Z[0,$"1], and )(0) = vr, )($) = vt.

The length of the path is L(() ! *, i.e., the number of edges
traversed along ( from vr to vs.

For vr, vt ! V , let Tr,t denote the set of all graph paths from
vr to vt.

Definition 7 Given a directed graph G = (V, E), the graph
distance between vr, vt ! V is the length of the shortest graph
path between them, i.e., for vr (= vt, if Tr,t (= +, d(vr, vt) !

min%%Tr,t L((), and if Tr,t = +, d(vr, vt) ! %. For vr = vt,

d(vr, vt) ! 0.

The graph distance, which represents the minimum number
of edges to travel between two nodes is a proper distance
function on undirected graphs, but it lacks the symmetry
property on directed graphs, since in general d(vr, vt) (=
d(vt, vr). However, this does not impact our use of the graph
distance. For a given graph G(V, E), for all vr, vt ! V the
graph distance d(vr, vt) can be computed using, for instance,
Dijkstra’s algorithm [16].

2.4 Problem Definition
Consider hybrid system (6), where, for k ! Z0+, x(k) !

X ' Xc & E , Xc ' R
n and E = {+1, . . . , +nd

}, and u(k) !
U ' Uc & Eu with Uc ' R

m and Eu = {$u1
, . . . , $umd

}.
The sets X and U define the ranges of states and inputs, re-
spectively, which possibly model system constraints. While
state and input constraints defined by X and U are inde-
pendent from each other, this condition is introduced here
only to simplify the notation, and it can be easily relaxed.
Given $ ! E , Xh($) ! {x ! X : xd = $} is the set of
hybrid states where the discrete state is $, and obviously
X =

&

#i%E
Xh($). Furthermore, Xh($) = Xc($) & {$}, where

Xc($) ! {xc ! R
n : [ xc

# ] ! X} is the set of continuous states
compatible with discrete state $, sometimes referred to as
the domain of $.

We consider the stabilization of the desired (closed-loop)
equilibrium xe = [xe

c
# xe

d
#]# ! X, for which there exists ue ! U

such that !(xe, ue) = xe. The general problem that this
paper addresses is to provide a constructive procedure to
design a controller such that xe is asymptotically stable for
(6) in closed loop with the designed controller. In Section 2.2
we have described how such a control law can be obtained
from a CLF. However, the direct derivation of a CLF for (6)
is far from trivial.

In order to stabilize the desired equilibrium xe of hybrid
system (6), we consider the following class of dynamic con-
trollers

z(k + 1) = ,(x(k), z(k), u(k), v(k)), (11a)
#

u(k)
v(k)

$

! R(x(k), z(k)), (11b)

where z ! Z ' R
nz is the controller state with dynamics

defined by (11a), v ! V is an additional (endogenous) con-
trol input, and (11b) defines the set-valued command as a

function of x and z. The problem addressed in this paper is
formulated as follows.

Problem: Stabilizing Feedback Control Design. Given a
desired equilibrium xe ! X for (6) with ue ! U satisfying
!(xe, ue) = xe, synthesize (11) such that there exist a non-
trivial set % ' X & Z, and ze ! Z, such that (xe, ze) is an
asymptotically stable equilibrium in % for the closed-loop
system (6), (11).

At a conceptual level, the approach that we take in this
paper is first to appropriately select the controller dynamics
(11a) such that the interconnection of (6) and (11a) allows
for a CLF Vh : % $ R0+, and then to choose the feedback
R such that (9) is satisfied for (6), (11). The choice of z and
the construction of the dynamics (11a) are major contribu-
tions of the paper, next to crafting the CLF in a systematic
manner. In fact, the CLF is built in a compositional man-
ner based on a so-called“hybrid CLF”. Before presenting the
hybrid CLF approach in the next section, note that the pro-
posed approach is di#erent from the standard CLF-based
stabilization, which typically results in a static state feed-
back law u(k) = -(x(k)), while (11) is a dynamic controller.

3. HYBRID CONTROL
LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS

Given a desired equilibrium xe ! X, we construct (11)
using a so-called hybrid control Lyapuonv function (hybrid
CLF). In [14] we introduced a specific type of hybrid CLF
for the first time. Here, we generalize the concept of hybrid
CLF and we show that it induces a CLF Vh consistent with
Definition 5 for the interconnection of (6) and (11a), and
that can be used for constructing R in (11b).

3.1 Definition of Hybrid CLF
A hybrid control Lyapunov function is defined as follows.

Definition 8 A hybrid CLF for (6), (11a) for (xe, ze) !
% , X & Z is a triple (Vc,Vd,Vz), where Vc : Xc $ R0+,
Vd : E $ R0+ and Vz : Z $ R0+ satisfy the bounds

&c
1(#xc ) xe

c#) " Vc(xc) " &c
2(#xc ) xe

c#), *xc ! Xc,(12a)

&d
1(dd(xd, xe

d)) " Vd(xd) " &d
2(dd(xd, xe

d)), *xd ! E , (12b)

&z
1(#z ) ze#) " Vz(z) " &z

2(#z ) ze#), *z ! Z, (12c)

for some &c
1, &

c
2, &

d
1, &

d
2, &

z
1, &

z
2 ! K!. Moreover, for each

(x, z) ! % there must exist (u, v) ! U & V such that

(!(x, u), ,(x, z, u, v)) ! % (13)

and
'

(

)

Vc(!c(x, u)) " 'cVc(xc) + Mc

Vz(,(x, z, u, v)) " Vz(z) ) 1
Vd(!d(x, u)) " Vd(xd)

if xd (= xe
d (14a)

'

(

)

Vc(!c(x, u)) " 'cVc(xc)
Vz(,(x, z, u, v)) " 'zVz(z)
Vd(!d(x, u)) " Vd(xd)

if xd = xe
d, (14b)

for some constants 'c, 'z ! [0, 1), Mc ! R0+.

Roughly speaking, (14) imposes that Vc is a local CLF
for the continuous dynamics of (6) once the discrete state is
equal to the desired discrete state (as in (14b)), Vz is a CLF
for the controller dynamics (11a), and Vd for the discrete dy-
namics of (6), although no strict decrease is required. The



three components of a hybrid CLF can be combined to ob-
tain a standard CLF Vh for (6) and (11a) in the sense of
Definition 5, hence justifying the name “hybrid CLF”. In
this way, by obtaining a procedure for constructing a hybrid
CLF, which will be shown later to be easier than obtain-
ing a standard CLF due to its compositional nature, a con-
structive procedure for the design of stabilizing controllers
is defined.

3.2 Existence of a Hybrid CLF Guarantees
Existence of a Standard CLF

Before proving that a hybrid CLF induces a standard
CLF, we need the following technical lemma1.

Lemma 1 Let a hybrid CLF (Vc,Vd,Vz) for (xe, ze) ! % ,
X & Z be given for system (6), (11a), and assume Z is a
bounded set. Consider the function VD : E & Z $ R0+,

VD(xd, z) = Vd(xd) + Vz(z), (xd, z) ! E & Z.

Then, there exist 0 < .1 < 1 and 0 < .2 < 1 such that for
all (x, z) ! % with xd (= xe

d there exists (u, v) ! U & V such
that

VD(!d(x, u), ,(x, z, u, v)) " .1VD(xd, z) ) .2.

Theorem 3 Let a hybrid CLF (Vc,Vd,Vz) for (xe, ze) !
% ' X &Z be given, and assume Z is bounded. Then, for a
su!ciently large & ! R+, the function Vh : % $ R0+, given
by

Vh(x, z) = &VD(xd, z) + V(xc), (15)

where (x, z) ! % and VD is as in Lemma 1, is a CLF for
(6), (11) for (xe, ze) in %.

From Theorem 3, the next corollary follows immediately.

Corollary 1 Let a hybrid CLF (Vc,Vd,Vz) for (xe, ze) !
% ' X & Z be given, and assume Z is bounded. Consider
a CLF Vh for (6) and (11) for (xe, ze) ! % obtained as in
Theorem 3 for a su!ciently large & > 0. Then, there exists
0 " 'h < 1 such that if (u, v) ! U&V satisfies (13)-(14) for
(x, z) ! %, then (u, v) ! U & V satisfies

Vh(!(x, u), ,(x, z, u, v)) " 'hVh(x, z)), (16a)

(!(x, u), ,(x, z, u, v)) ! %. (16b)

Corollary 1 is instrumental for designing R : % $ U&V in
(11b), since it guarantees that for (x, z) ! %, if (u, v) ! U&V

is chosen such that the hybrid CLF conditions (13)-(14) are
satisfied, the standard CLF conditions (16) are satisfied for
the standard CLF Vh.

3.3 Stabilizing Dynamic Controller
Due to Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, if R : % $ U & V is

chosen according to (9) for Vh, (xe, ze) ! % is asymptotically
stable for (6), (11). For (x, z) ! %, Corollary 1 shows that
if R is chosen as

R(x, z) := {(u, v) ! U & V | (13) ) (14)}, (17)

1In this paper the technical proofs are omitted due to space
limitations. The statements of lemmas, theorems and corol-
laries provide an e#ective guidance towards the rationale of
the control design properties.

then (9) is satisfied, and hence (xe, ze) ! % is asymptotically
stable for (6), (11).

Thus, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 2 Let a hybrid CLF (Vc,Vd,Vz) for (xe, ze) !
% ' X & Z be given for the system (6),(11a), and assume
Z is bounded. If R : % $ U & V is chosen as in (17),
then (xe, ze) is asymptotically stable in % for the closed-loop
system (6), (11).

4. DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR
STABILIZING CONTROLLERS

In this section we provide a systematic method to de-
sign (11) that stabilizes (xe, ze) in %, based on appropri-
ately selecting (11a) and choosing the hybrid CLF for the
hybrid dynamics (6), (11a). The procedure results in a hy-
brid CLF similar to the one originally proposed in [14], with
some important modifications. Then R : % $ U & V as in
(11b) will follow automatically via Corollary 2. The ingre-
dients we have to select for specifying (11) according to this
procedure are z, ze, Z, ,, %, Vc,Vd, and Vz in (11).

4.1 Controller Dynamics
To specify the controller dynamics (11a), and in particular

z, Z, v, and V, consider a desired equilibrium xe ! X with
equilibrium input ue ! U, i.e., !(xe, ue) = xe, and an input
sequence uN (k) = (u0(k), . . . , uN"1(k)) ! U

N at time k !
Z0+. In (11), define v(k) such that (u(k), v(k)) = uN (k), so
that u(k) = u0(k) ! U, and v(k) = (u1(k), . . . , uN"1(k)) !
U

N"1. Hence, V ! U
N"1. Then, define the controller dy-

namics as

,(x, z, u, v) !
N

*

j=1

d(!j
d(x,uN ), xe

d). (18)

Hence, at time k ! Z0+, the controller state update is

z(k + 1) = ,(x(k), u(k), v(k)) = ,(x(k),uN (k)). (19)

Equation (18) defines the next controller state z(k + 1) as
the cumulated graph distance from step 1 to step N along
the trajectory generated from x(k) following the application
of uN (k). Note that Z = R[0,cz ], cz = N maxxd%E d(xd, xe

d).
For the subsequent discussion it is important to notice

that, by (19), the first element of the summation in (18)
for z(k) is d(xd(k), xe

d), when k ! Z+. Hence, if z(k) = 0
for k ! Z+, then necessarily xd(k) = xe

d. In fact, we take
ze = 0, which satisfies for (ue, ve) = uN = (ue, . . . , ue) that
,(xe, ze, ue, ve) = 0 = ze. Hence, (xe, ze) serves as the
desired equilibrium for (6), (11a), as we already have that
!(xe, ue) = xe.

4.2 Construction of Hybrid CLF
The component Vd of the hybrid CLF (14) related to the

discrete state of the hybrid system is defined by using the
discrete distance (2) as

Vd(xd) = dd(xd, xe
d). (20)

Thus, the constraints on Vd in (14) require now that

dd(!d(x, u), xe
d) " dd(xd, xe

d). (21)

This condition is guaranteed by the following.



Assumption 1 For any x ! Xh(xe
d) there exists u ! U such

that !(x, u) ! Xh(xe
d).

Assumption 1 requires that for any hybrid state where the
discrete state is at the target, there exists an input that
keeps the discrete state at the target state.

The component Vz of the hybrid CLF is defined as

Vz(z) = #z# = z. (22)

where the second equality holds due to z being always non-
negative. Given the controller dynamics (18), the conditions
(14) on the hybrid CLF impose the constraints

,(x, z,uN ) " z ) 1 if xd (= xe
d (23a)

,(x, z,uN ) " 'zz if xd = xe
d , (23b)

for all (x, z) ! % and some constant 0 < 'z < 1. Con-
straint (23) is called the cumulative graph distance contrac-
tion (CGDC) requirement, and it can be seen as a relaxation
of

d(!d(x, u), xe
d) " 'dd(xd, xe

d), 0 " 'd < 1, (24)

that would require the discrete state to come closer to the
equilibrium at every time step. Constraint (24) would be
di!cult to enforce in most practical systems the discrete
state cannot change at every step. In order to guarantee
feasibility of (23) we introduce the following assumption.

Assumption 2 Let xe ! X. For any discrete state xd !
E \{xe} there exists ng ! Z0+ such that for any x ! Xh(xd),
there exists x̄d ! E, where d(x̄d, xe

d) < d(xd, xe
d), and an in-

put sequence u$ ! U
$, such that: (i) * " ng; (ii) !q(x,u$) !

X, !q
d(x,u$) = xd, q ! Z[1,$"1]; (iii) !$

d(x,u$) = x̄d.

Assumption 2 requires the existence of a horizon * such that
the discrete state gets closer to xe

d, when in discrete state
xd. In general, if Assumption 2 is satisfied, the horizon ng

required is shorter than the one required by the approach
in [7], because reachability of a discrete state closer to the
equilibrium, rather than reachability of the equilibrium itself
is required.

Definition 9 Given xd ! E, the minimum graph distance
progress horizon n(xd) ! Z0+ for xd ! E is the minimum
value ng for which Assumption 2 holds for xd, where we use
n(xe

d) ! 0.

In Definition 9, n(xd) is the minimum horizon needed for
the discrete state to get closer to xe

d, with respect to the
graph distance. The value n(xd) can be computed by of-
fline backward reachability analysis (see, e.g., [3,10,39,45]).
For the proposed approach backward reachability analysis is
computationally viable since by Assumption 2 the discrete
state remains constant, hence we only have to verify reach-
ability for a constrained continuous system.

The final component in the hybrid CLF (Vc,Vd,Vz) is

Vc : Xc $ R0+, (25)

which by (14), should satisfy that for x with (x, z) ! % there
exists u ! U such that

Vc(!c(x, u)) " 'cVc(xc) + Mc if xd (= xe
d (26a)

Vc(!c(x, u)) " 'cVc(xc) if xd = xe
d , (26b)

where 'c ! R[0,1) and Mc ! R+ are appropriately selected
constants. In fact, (26a) implies that Vc is a standard CLF
of the continuous dynamics locally around the equilibrium
xe, and only for the dynamics associated to xd = xe

d. Find-
ing CLFs for continuous dynamics is a well-studied prob-
lem [2,26,44], and is significantly simpler than the design of
a (global) CLF for the hybrid system. Techniques for cal-
culating local CLFs based on infinity norms are discussed,
for instance, in [30,31], while techniques for computing local
CLFs based on quadratic forms are discussed, for instance,
in [24,28,31]. We adopt the following assumption regarding
Vc.

Assumption 3 There exists Vc as in (25) and 0 " 'c < 1,
such that the bounds (12a) are satisfied for some &c

1, &
c
2 !

K!, and for all x ! Xh(xe
d) there exists u ! U such that

!(x, u) ! Xh(xe
d), (27a)

V(!c(x, u)) " 'cV(xc). (27b)

In addition, we assume that supx%X
Vc(xc) < %.

Two observations are in order. First of all, note that As-
sumption 3 implies Assumption 1. Second, note that to
guarantee (26b) we can set Mc = supx%X

Vc(xc).
To prove that Assumptions 2, 3 imply that (Vc,Vd,Vz)

is indeed a hybrid CLF for (6), (11a), we first state the
following lemma.

Lemma 2 Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Given x ! X

for any / ! Z+ there exists u& ! U
& , such that !i(x,u&) ! X,

for i ! Z[1,&], and

d(!i+1
d (x,u&), x

e
d) " d(!i

d(x,u&), x
e
d), i ! Z[0,&"1].

Theorem 4 Suppose Assumptions 2, 3 hold and let N -
max
xd%E

n(xd). Define

% = {(x, z) ! X & R[0,cz ] : .(u, v) ! U & V, (14) holds}.
(28)

Then (Vc,Vd,Vz), defined respectively by (25), (20), (22) is
a hybrid CLF for (6), (19) for (xe, ze) in %.

In order to prove Theorem 4 we need the following tech-
nical Lemma.

Lemma 3 Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, and let N -
max
xd%E

n(xd). Let (Vc,Vd,Vz) in (14) be defined respectively

by (25), (20), (22). If (14) is feasible for (x, z) ! X&R[0,cz ]

for (u, v) ! U&V, then there exists (ũ, ṽ) ! U&V such that
it is feasible for (!(x, u), ,(x, u, v)) ! X & R[0,cz ].

We can now prove Theorem 4.

Proof. (Theorem 4) Given (Vc,Vd,Vz) defined respec-
tively by (25), (20), (22), the existence of class K bounds
on Vc is guaranteed by Assumption 3, while for Vd, Vz, it
follows by construction since Vz(z) = z = #z# and Vd(xd) =
dd(xd, xe

d). We only need to prove that for each (x, z) ! %
there exists (u, v) ! U&V such that (!(x, u), ,(x, z, u, v)) !
% and (14) is satisfied. Lemma 3 ensures that if there ex-
ists (u, v) ! U&V, such that (14) is feasible for (x, z) ! X&
R[0,cz ], then there exists (ũ, ṽ) ! U&V such that (14) is feasi-
ble for (!(x, u), ,(x, u, v)) ! X&R[0,cz ]. Hence, by choosing
% as in (28), for any (x, z) ! % there is always (u, v) ! U&V

such that (14) holds and (!(x, u), ,(x, z, u, v)) ! %.



The next corollary follows directly.

Corollary 3 Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and (Vc,Vd,Vz)
be defined respectively by (25), (20), (22). For any x ! X,
there exists 0 " z̄ " cz, such that for any z - z̄, (14) is
feasible. If (14) is feasible for (x(0), z(0)) = (x, z), there
exists a finite k̄ ! Z0+ such that z(k) = 0, and xd(k) = xe

d,
for all k - k̄.

Corollary 3 proves that by initializing the controller state
appropriately, convergence to the equilibrium is achieved for
any initial state, and that the discrete state converges in
finite time to the discrete equilibrium state.

The mapping R in (11) can now be designed according
to Corollary 2 providing the complete dynamical controller
(11) that stabilizes (xe, ze) in %.

Next, we discuss a specific implementation of (17) based
on receding horizon control.

4.3 Controller Implementation by
Receding Horizon Control

The hybrid CLF (14) results in a controller (11) with R
as in (17) that generates a sequence of inputs along a future
horizon. As previously shown in [14], such controller can be
implemented by using a predictive control strategy.

Corollary 3 guarantees that there exists a finite value
z̄ ! R0+ such that (x, z) ! %, for any x ! X. Hence, with
an appropriate initialization of the controller state z, Corol-
lary 2 guarantees convergence to the desired equilibrium for
any initial state of the hybrid system. The stabilizing prop-
erties established in Corollary 2 are guaranteed for any con-
trol input that satisfies (14), i.e., for any (u, v) ! R(x, z)
in (17). The actual input (u, v) can be chosen by optimizing
the set of feasible inputs with respect to a defined perfor-
mance criterion. In this way a receding horizon predictive
control strategy based on the repetitive solution of an opti-
mization problem is obtained. A common definition of the
performance criterion in optimization-based predictive con-
trol, such as model predictive control [36], is

J(x,uN ) ! F (!N (x,uN )) +
N"1
*

h=0

L(!h(x,uN ), uh), (29)

where F (·) and L(·) denote suitable terminal and stage costs,
respectively, [37]. Cost (29) typically trades o# the regula-
tion performance, in terms of distance from the equilibrium,
and the actuation e#ort.

Constraint (23) can be implemented by a single constraint
as

Vz(,(x(k),uN (k))) " (1 ) dd(xd(k), xe
d))'zVz(z(k))

)dd(xd(k), xe
d)

Algorithm 1 (Hybrid CLF-based Stabilizing
Receding Horizon Control)

Initialization. Set k = 0, measure x(0) ! X and set z(0) -
N d(xd(0), xe

d).

+4

+2

+3

+1

20 < xc < 30

xc - 30

xc " 20

(xc > 11) / (ud = 0)

xc > 11

(xc > 11) / (ud = 1)

xc " 11

xc " 11

(xc > 11) 0 (ud = 0)

(xc " 11)
/(ud = 1)

Figure 2: Automaton describing the discrete dy-
namics of the system in the numerical example.

Step 1. Solve the optimization problem

min
uN (k)

J(x(k),uN (k)) (30a)

s.t. : xh+1 = !(xh, uh(k)), (30b)

z1 = ,(x0,uN (k)) (30c)

Vc(!
1
c(x0,uN (k))) " 'Vc(x0c(k)) + Mdd(x0d, xe

d) (30d)

Vz(,(x0,uN (k))) " (1 ) dd(x0d(k), xe
d))'zVz(z0)

)dd(x0d, xe
d) (30e)

Vd(!
1
d(x0,uN (k))) " Vd(x0d) (30f)

uN (k) ! U
N , (30g)

xh ! X, h ! Z[1,N ] (30h)

x0 = x(k), z0 = z(k). (30i)

Step 2. Let ūN (k) = (ū0(k), . . . , ūN"1(k)) be a feasible
solution of (30), possibly, but not necessarily, the optimal
one. Set u(k) = ū0(k), and z(k + 1) = ,(x(k), ūN (k)).
Step 3 Measure x(k + 1), set k 1 k + 1, and go to Step 1.

Algorithm 1 implements the constraints as required in
the definition of the hybrid CLF and minimizes the per-
formance criterion (29). It is worth noticing that the opti-
mization problem (30) is always feasible because of the hy-
brid CLF existence results. Also, similarly to what demon-
strated in [14], (30) can be formulated as a mixed integer
linear/quadratic problem for a large and practically useful
class of hybrid systems, for which several high performance
numerical algorithms are available.

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In what follows we present the application of the pro-

posed technique to a numerical. We consider a system with
continuous state domain Xc := [)5, 30], discrete state do-
main E := {$1, $2, $3, $4}, one continuous input uc ! Uc :=
[)2.5, 2.5] and one discrete input ud ! Eu := {0, 1}. Hence,
U := [)2.5, 2.5] & {0, 1}, and X ' [)5, 30] & {$1, $2, $3, $4},
where in particular Xc($1) = [)5, 11]. The automaton de-
scribing the discrete dynamics !d of the example system is



shown in Figure 2. The continuous dynamics are

x(k + 1) = Aix(k) + Biu(k) if xd = $i,

and (A1, B1) = (1.07, 0.4), (A2, B2) = (0.85, 1.25), (A3, B3) =
(0.7, 1.05), (A4, B4) = (1.02, 1).
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Figure 3: Simulation results of the numerical exam-
ple for (xc(0), xd(0)) = (21, $4).

The desired equilibrium is (xe
c, xe

d) = (0, $1) for a steady
state input (ue

c, ue
d) = (0, 1). The function V(xc) = #xc#!

is chosen as the local CLF for the continuous state in Xc(+1)
which can be proved to exists in Xc(+1) by using the auxiliary
controller (uc, ud) = (Kcxc, 1), where Kc = )0.2250. From
Vc and the construction of z, Vz (where we have chosen N =
4 which satisfies Assumption 2) and Vd proposed in Section 4
we obtain the hybrid control Lyapunov function (14).

The stabilizing dynamic controller (11a) is obtained by
executing Algorithm 1, where problem (30) is implemented
with

L(x, u) = #Qx(x ) xe)#! + #Qu(u ) ue)#!,

Qx = [ 1 0
0 1 ] , Qu = [ 0.1 0

0 0.1 ] , '̄c = 0.98, N = 4. (31)

The model of the hybrid system dynamics (30c), (30b) is for-
mulated as a discrete hybrid automaton using the language

in [46], so that problem (30) results in a mixed-integer linear
program.
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tion.
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Figure 4: Simulation results of the numerical exam-
ple for (xc(0), xd(0)) = (28, $4).

Figure 3 shows the simulation results for initial condition
x(0) = (21, $4). Note that in this simulation inequality (5b)
is enforced at every step, which means that the continuous
state component of the hybrid CLF, Vc(xc) is decreasing
along the entire trajectory. In Figure 3 we show the simu-
lation simulation results for the case when the initial con-
dition is x(0) = (28, $4) are shown by solid lines. In this
case Vc(xc) is not monotonically decreasing along the whole
trajectory. This is according to (26), where the decrease of
Vc is required only in the set Xc($1). However, the closed-
loop system is asymptotically stable, due to Theorem 3 that
guarantees the existence of a control Lyapunov function for
the hybrid dynamics, which becomes a Lyapunov function
for the closed-loop system, is guaranteed. The continuous
state trajectories for many initial conditions are shown in
Figure 5.

It is worth to point out that for the same setup, the hybrid
controller proposed in [7] that guarantees attractivity, but
not Lyapunov stability, is infeasible unless a longer horizon
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Figure 5: State evolution in the numerical example
for di!erent initial conditions.

(at least N = 9) is used, due to the required controllability
to the equilibrium by the end of the horizon. On the other
hand, for the control law proposed here it is enough to en-
force a decrease of the cumulated graph distance along the
prediction horizon, which is possible for a horizon N = 4.
Clearly, this indicates also numerical advantages of our novel
approach.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have provided a general control design

framework based on a formal notion of the concept of hybrid
control Lyapunov function. We have shown that the exis-
tence of a hybrid CLF guarantees the existence of a standard
CLF. This result induces a class of dynamic control laws
based on the hybrid CLF that stabilize a desired hybrid sys-
tem equilibrium. Building on our previous research, we have
defined a constructive procedure to obtain a hybrid control
Lyapunov function and the corresponding control law for a
fairly general class of hybrid systems, and we have imple-
mented that by receding horizon constrained control. The
proposed approach has been demonstrated on a numerical
example.
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